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Abstract

Global snowfall: A combined reanalysis and spaceborne remote sensing

perspective

by Marian E. Mateling

An empirical a priori database using coincident CloudSat-derived surface precipitation

rates and microwave radiometer observations was created to facilitate Day 1 Global Pre-

cipitation Measurement (GPM) Goddard Profiling Algorithm (GPROF) precipitation

retrievals. This empirical database matches multi-frequency brightness temperature ob-

servations from the Advanced Microwave Scanning Radiometer-EOS (AMSR-E) and Mi-

crowave Humidity Sounder (MHS), thus containing a similar channel selection as the

GPM Microwave Imager (GMI). The CloudSat/AMSR-E/MHS a priori database is cur-

rently used for precipitation retrievals over very cold surface types and provides critical

information for Day 1 GPROF high latitude snowfall retrievals. This study presents

results from an exhaustive analysis of higher latitude snowfall events contained in this

dataset. Initially, an analysis of the ERA-Interim snowfall dataset is performed to set

a precedent for global snowfall coverage. Next, the CloudSat snowfall dataset is inde-

pendently compared to ERA-Interim snowfall accumulations for various surface types.

The CloudSat surface snowfall rate dataset is then binned by two-meter temperature

(T2m), total precipitable water amount (TPW), and surface emissivity type (SFC) in

accordance with the GPROF retrieval scheme. This binning procedure allows us to de-

termine snowfall event occurrence and snowfall rate intensity populating the respective
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GPROF T2m/TPW bins. The a priori database is also partitioned by snowfall type

(e.g., shallow cumuliform versus deep cloud structures) to show systematic trends within

the GPROF bins classified by snowfall morphology to illustrate how global snowfall is

distributed among these important environmental parameters. Further partitioning by

general surface type (land versus ocean) and geography indicate varying snowfall popula-

tions that comprise a complete near-global snapshot of widely varying snowfall regimes.

Lastly, the preliminary GPM database is binned by T2m and TPW to compare against

the CloudSat database to illustrate possible systematic differences between the snowfall

populations contained in each respective dataset.
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“A careful study of this internal structure not only reveals new and far greater elegance

of form than the simple outlines exhibit, but by means of these wonderfully delicate and

exquisite figures much may be learned of the history of each crystal, and the changes

through which it has passed in its journey through cloudland. Was ever life history written

in more dainty hieroglyphics!”

Wilson “Snowflake” Bentley on the structure of snowflakes

Popular Scientific Monthly (1898)
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Snowfall events are potentially high-impact weather events that have significant socioe-

conomic impacts. Falling snow and its accompanying seasonal accumulated snowpack is

also important from an Earth systems science standpoint, as it alters the Earth’s radiative

balance (Waliser et al., 2011) and plays a critical role in the hydrological cycle. While

snowfall is mostly limited to high latitudes and mountainous regions, snowfall measure-

ments are becoming increasingly important considering compelling evidence that high

latitudes are extremely sensitive to a warming climate (Hinzman et al., 2005, Luckman

et al., 2006, Stroeve et al., 2012). The scientific community has been undertaking global

snowfall measurements for decades now, but sparse measurements in remote areas as well

as the general difficulty of making accurate snowfall measurements devalue traditional

ground-based observational means to properly quantify global snowfall. Turbulence in

the surface boundary layer can alter snow depth and affect accumulation measurements;
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microphysical properties of snow that vary and depend on environmental parameters can

affect the amount of accumulation and complicate remote sensing signatures associated

with falling snow. Snowfall also originates from different types of cloud structures that

can dominate regional annual accumulations. For example, depending on the vertical

extent of precipitating cloud structures and the physical process by which snow particles

form, a snowfall event could be defined as either “deep” or “shallow convective.” Because

these different modes of snowfall have varying impacts on the public and possibly unique

remote sensing fingerprints, identifying specific types of snowfall could lead to better mea-

surements of snowfall and improved forecasting by representing different snowfall modes

more realistically within numerical weather models.

Snowfall measurements have greatly improved beyond use of precipitation gauges. The

introduction of RAdio Detection and Ranging (RADAR) and passive microwave retrievals

has led to greater spatio-temporal coverage of measuring precipitation, both liquid and

frozen. In a matter of decades, spaceborne radar retrievals have further improved spatio-

temporal coverage of precipitation estimates, especially snowfall in the remote higher-

latitudes. CloudSat’s Cloud Profiling Radar (CPR) is an example of spaceborne radar

used for detecting and estimating amounts of snowfall. In order to reduce uncertainty with

these estimates, microwave radiometer retrievals have been paired with radar retrievals

synergistically in the radiometer-only Goddard Profiling (GPROF) algorithm. The mi-

crowave radiometer and radar making these observations were both placed onboard the

Global Precipitation Measurement (GPM) Core Observatory, which launched in Febru-

ary 2014. Spaceborne estimates of snowfall have become invaluable to researchers, as
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these datasets have become the best available measurements to quantify global snow-

fall through observational means. Improving snowfall retrievals from these instruments

must be a top priority in order to continue ensuring spaceborne snowfall retrievals are as

accurate as possible.

While the satellite snowfall retrievals are a major advancement in precipitation measure-

ments, there is still room for improvement with satellite instruments. Different modes

of snowfall have different microwave scattering and emission signatures and thus pro-

duce unique multi-frequency brightness temperatures measured by GPM’s spaceborne

radiometer. Because GPM uses a radiometer-only algorithm as both its primary precip-

itation retrieval tool and to provide consistent radiometer-only precipitation estimates

from GPM affiliated constellation satellites with microwave radiometers, these unique

vectors of brightness temperatures associated with diverse snowfall events help to pop-

ulate a growing data record that holds promise to improve high latitude precipitation

retrievals. However, physical limitations of the radar on GPM can cause the GPM ra-

diometer algorithm to inaccurately assign lightly precipitating snowfall event as a non-

precipitating event. For this reason, this research looks at the radiometer-only Goddard

Profiling (GPROF) algorithm to assess the various databases used to assign precipitation

retrievals in the early part of the operational GPM mission. A CloudSat snowfall database

comprised of coincident microwave radiometer observations collected in the pre-GPM era

will be therefore utilized to characterize global snowfall in meaningful ways to assess and

improve GPM’s snowfall retrieval capabilities. Independent evaluations of spaceborne

snowfall estimates with global reanalysis datasets will also be undertaken to assess the
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veracity of spaceborne snowfall datasets. All of these activities will address high priority

steps to improve GPROF snowfall retrievals, identify potential high latitude precipitation

retrieval deficiencies, and strive to make the GPROF as accurate as possible in order to

maximize GPM’s scientific value for snowfall measurements.
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Chapter 2

Background

2.1 CloudSat

The first spaceborne W-band (94-GHz) radar is the nadir-pointing CPR onboard NASA’s

CloudSat satellite. Since CloudSat’s launch in 2006, the CPR measurements have been

used to make precipitation estimates (Ellis et al., 2009, Kulie and Bennartz, 2009, Liu,

2008). Thanks to CloudSat’s high orbital extent of |82|◦ latitude, the global picture of

snowfall is more complete with these precipitation estimates (Kulie et al., 2016). In addi-

tion to providing near-global spatial coverage, the CPR has a minimum detectable radar

reflectivity of approximately -29 dBZ and is consequently sensitive to lighter precipita-

tion events (Tanelli et al., 2008). This high sensitivity affords the CPR the ability to

detect non-precipitating clouds (Stephens et al., 2002). CloudSat is a part of NASA’s
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afternoon constellation, or “A-Train”, and thus its observations can be paired with near-

coincident observations from other satellites, including valuable passive microwave ob-

servations from the Advanced Microwave Scanning Radiometer-Earth Observing System

(AMSR-E). CloudSat’s official snowfall rate product, the 2C-SNOW-PROFILE product

(Wood et al., 2013), converts radar reflectivity (Z) to snowfall rate (S) and is used in this

research.

CloudSat’s multi-year snowfall estimates have been compared against other observed and

modeled snowfall datasets in the past. Hiley et al. (2011) tested the accuracy of Cloud-

Sat’s snowfall retrievals against ground-based snow gauge measurements in Canada. The

CloudSat snowfall estimates were more accurate in higher-latitudes due to greater tempo-

ral sampling and greater likelihood of precipitation being frozen versus potentially mixed

precipitation associated with warmer temperatures (Hiley et al., 2011). The authors

noted the difficulty in comparing CloudSat observations to ground-based observations

due to spatial limitations as well as the fact that there is not a universally applicable Z-S

relationship, which is a mathematical relationship between radar reflectivity and snowfall

rate. Despite the inherent Z-S uncertainties related to single-frequency radar snowfall re-

trievals, there have been several analyses performed comparing ground-based observations

of snowfall to CloudSat’s snowfall estimates.
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CloudSat’s 2C-SNOW-PROFILE product was first compared against the National Multi-

Sensor Mosaic QPE System (NMQ) in Cao et al. (2014). NMQ heavily utilizes the Next-

Generation Radar (NEXRAD) scanning radar network that operates at longer wave-

lengths than CloudSat. CloudSat is found to detect light snowfall events approximately

90% of the time, though it is less accurate at assigning snowfall rates as the rates increase.

However, the authors state that NMQ does not detect light snowfall as well as CloudSat

and, consequently, CloudSat may be even better at detecting light snowfall than their

results suggest. According to Cao et al. (2014), CloudSat’s accuracy begins to degrade

at snowfall rates above 1 mm h−1; above 5 mm h−1, it degrades heavily. One cause

for CloudSat versus NMQ discrepancies at higher snowfall rates is W-band attenuation

(shorter wavelength radars are more susceptible to gaseous and hydrometeor attenuation).

Additionally, non-Rayleigh scattering effects can cause reflec This attenuation most likely

causes CloudSat to underestimate these heavier-precipitating snowfall events.

A 4-year comparison study by Smalley et al. (2014) between CloudSat and the National

Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP) Stage IV observed dataset, which is a

merged dataset of Weather Surveillance Radar-1988 Doppler (WSR-88D) radar and rain

gauge measurements. The results showed that CloudSat more frequently observes pre-

cipitation, especially when it is light or frozen. The best agreement between datasets

was in the southeast United States where precipitation events were relatively heavier and

observational ground coverage was less sparse. Lastly, they conclude that CloudSat per-

forms better than the NCEP Stage IV dataset when near-surface temperatures are below

freezing (Smalley et al., 2014).
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Norin et al. (2015) compared CloudSat’s 2C-SNOW-PROFILE product to a ground-based

network of radars in Sweden. The results showed more agreeable snowfall rates in the

range of 0.1 – 1.0 mm h−1 as well as when CloudSat’s observations were made closer to

a ground-based radar. Above 1 mm h−1, CloudSat has difficulty assigning precipitation

rates, the same snowfall rate identified in Cao et al. (2014). Both observation platforms

are prone to missing shallower snowfall events: ground-based scanning radars overshoot

these structures when they are too far from the radar site, and CloudSat could miss

shallow snowfall due to ground clutter (Maahn et al., 2014).

Based on these studies, further comparative analyses between CloudSat’s snowfall esti-

mates and independent datasets are warranted to gauge how differently an observational

and modeled dataset can be. In order to perform a global analysis of snowfall, the Euro-

pean Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) global atmospheric reanal-

ysis (ERA-Interim) model output is used. Since 2011, ERA-Interim output is available

from January 1979 to the present (Berrisford et al., 2011) and is a well-vetted reanalysis

product, though there remains uncertainty with its precipitation output (Simmons et al.,

2010). Despite this, the ERA-Interim product has an updated and improved hydrological

cycle since the preceding ECMWF reanalysis product, ERA-40 (Dee et al., 2011, Lorenz

and Kuntsmann, 2012). Comparing the CloudSat snowfall dataset to a trusted reanalysis

dataset aids in identifying any biases between the two independent datasets.

ERA-Interim, like CloudSat, can provide information about snowfall in remote regions,

such as higher latitudes. Screen and Simmonds (2012) analyzed snowfall in the Arctic
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using ERA-Interim output and station observations in Canada. While they state that

ERA-Interim’s snowfall output may not be as accurate as its temperature output, they

conclude that there are declining snowfall occurrences in the Arctic, while precipitation

amounts haven’t changed (i.e. more rain than snow). This result, they state, has likely

contributed to the amplification of the warming Arctic (Screen and Simmonds, 2012) and

further motivates more studies of snowfall at high latitudes.

Palerme et al. (2014) performed a comparison study of CloudSat snowfall rates and

ERA-Interim accumulations in Antarctica from August 2006 to April 2011, similar to the

comparison done in this study. CloudSat’s annual snowfall estimates generally exceeded

the ERA-Interim accumulations, though the opposite was true in regions with less pre-

cipitation. CloudSat may have missed very shallow precipitation and was less accurate

in the interior regions of Antarctica, but overall the snowfall estimates were determined

to be very similar to ERA-Interim.

The analysis by Palerme et al. (2014), while encouraging in its finding that CloudSat

and ERA-Interim snowfall estimates are not too different, is limited to just the Antarctic

region. This study will expand upon the Palerme et al. (2014) CloudSat and ERA-Interim

comparison by performing a similar analysis of snowfall on a global-scale to identify

any consistent regional biases in the two snowfall datasets. Different regions will have

varying environmental and atmospheric characteristics that may change snowfall mode.

A global analysis of snowfall is useful because CloudSat’s entire snowfall dataset is used
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(at very cold near-surface temperatures) for estimating precipitation in the radiometer-

only GPROF precipitation retrieval algorithm, and independent CloudSat-only retrievals

have not, to date, been evaluated with ERA-Interim results globally.

2.2 GPM

The Global Precipitation Measurement (GPM) Core Observatory launched in February

2014 with a scanning Dual-Frequency Precipitation Radar (DPR) and GPM Microwave

Imager (GMI) onboard. GPM flies in the GPM Mission constellation, which is comprised

of several other research and operational satellites and with the goal of improving space-

borne precipitation measurements. The DPR operates at 13-GHz (Ku-band) and 35-GHz

and is the first spaceborne dual-frequency radar, and the GMI is a conical-scanning ra-

diometer whose 13 channels range from 10 to 183 GHz (Hou et al., 2014). GPM orbits up

to |65|◦ latitude, affording it latitudinal coverage up to the Arctic and Antarctic circles.

The minimum detectable reflectivity of the Ka-band (Ku-band) DPR is approximately

13 (18) dBZ, making it less prone to attenuation than the CPR, but also less sensitive to

very light precipitation (Hou et al., 2014).

GPM uses the Goddard Profiling (GPROF) precipitation retrieval algorithm, which uti-

lizes an empirical a priori database of coincident brightness temperatures and radar

reflectivities to observe a precipitation rate and its associated vertical structure (Kum-

merow et al., 2015, 2011). The radar component of these databases was used only to

(1) assess whether a given multi-frequency radiometer observation was associated with
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possible precipitation and (2) if so, assign a quantitative precipitation estimate using a

Z-R (radar reflectivity – rain rate) or Z-S relationship.

The Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission (TRMM), GPM’s predecessor, also used a ver-

sion of the GPROF algorithm, though its orbital extent of |35|◦ latitude prevented it from

frequently observing snowfall. The newest version of the GPROF to be created using a

GMI/DPR database will be fully parametric (Kummerow et al., 2015). This Bayesian

inversion methodology employed minimizes the error by also searching the database

for empirical, near-matching physical and environmental parameters. For “Day 1” of

GPM’s retrievals, the GPROF algorithm used databases comprised of a priori coincident

measurements from CloudSat/AMSR-E/MHS (for very cold surfaces), NEXRAD/SSMIS

(over land), and TRMM (everywhere else) as well as surface emissivity and ERA-Interim

2-meter temperature (T2m) and total precipitable water (TPW). This database is limited

to very cold (T2m ≤ 255 K) surfaces because CloudSat is subject to erroneous measure-

ments (such as attenuation or multiple scattering effects) when precipitation is heavy (Cao

et al., 2014, GPROF ATBD, cited 2016, Norin et al., 2015). However, light precipitation

does occur at warmer temperatures and heavy precipitation does occur at cold temper-

atures. After approximately one year of GPM measurements were collected, the DPR

and GMI measurements replaced these databases with its own self-consistent a priori

database. Additionally, the Day 1 GPROF algorithm will eventually be replaced by the

fully parametric Version 1 of the GPROF 2016 to be used by other satellite radiometers

in the GPM constellation (Kummerow et al., 2015).
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For very cold surfaces, i.e. an ad hoc T2m threshold less than or equal to 255 K,

the GPROF searched a database of AMSR-E/MHS brightness temperature vectors to

match to the observed (GMI) brightness temperature vector (GPROF ATBD, cited 2016).

AMSR-E brightness temperatures approximately match the lower frequency GMI chan-

nels, and the MHS brightness temperatures approximately match the higher frequency

GMI channels. To optimize retrievals, the database also searched for similar T2m and

TPW provided by CloudSat’s ECMWF-AUX product as well as surface emissivity type.

After finding the best match, the GPROF algorithm assigned a CloudSat-derived precip-

itation rate if and only if there was an associated precipitation event. The CPR radar

reflectivities would not match exactly those measured by the DPR, as the two instru-

ments operate at different frequencies. Similarly, the AMSR-E and MHS channels are

not exact replicas of the GMI channels, but are close enough to simulate the GMI in

the GPROF during Day 1 (Hou et al., 2014). Since the GPROF is a radiometer-only

algorithm, the large discrepancy between the DPR and CPR operating frequencies will

only affect the rate of precipitation, not the identification of it (differences in minimum

detectable reflectivities between the two radar notwithstanding). In other words, the

GMI is well simulated by the AMSR-E and MHS channels, and thus the brightness tem-

perature vector used to search the databases would not be so different. Because CloudSat

and AMSR-E are in the A-Train constellation together, the measurements from each are

approximately coincident.
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2.3 Shallow Snowfall

CloudSat has not only provided useful global snowfall estimates, but its product suite

has been exploited to partition global snowfall events between different snowfall modes,

such as shallow convective versus deeper snowfall associated with mid-latitude synoptic

weather systems. Kulie et al. (2016) separates CloudSat snowfall events by using cloud

types from the CloudSat 2B-CLDCLASS product to present a global snowfall census of

shallow cumuliform snowfall. Shallow cumuliform snowfall is identified as snowfall from

cumulus or stratocumulus clouds, as those have been shown more likely to have relatively

lower cloud-top heights in the CloudSat dataset (when compared to nimbostratus clouds,

for example; Kulie et al. (2016)). Additionally, shallow snowfall events have relatively

lower reflectivities with potentially different microphysical composition and radiometric

signatures compared to deeper snowfall events (Kulie et al., 2016). While the GPM

GMI may observe distinct radiometric responses associated with shallow convective snow

events, the DPR’s relatively high minimum detectable reflectivity may cost it the ability

to observe these systematically lighter snowfall events. However, CloudSat’s CPR has

proven its ability to detect these events (Cao et al., 2014, Kulie et al., 2016). Shallow

precipitating structures occur in mid- and high-latitudes and can be in the form of lake-

effect snow, orographic snow, or snow from shallow Arctic mixed-phase clouds. Note that

not all shallow snowfall events are lightly precipitating, and not all deep snowfall events

are heavily precipitating.

Figure 2.1, adapted from Kulie et al. (2016), displays the high relative frequency of
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occurrence of shallow snowfall over ocean, especially in the mid-latitudes. The fact that

CloudSat identifies some regions are dominated by shallow snowfall demonstrates the

importance of accurately detecting and measuring these types of events. Due to the

shallow structure of some precipitating events, ground-based scanning radar networks

can overshoot and underestimate the intensity or spatial extent of a shallow precipitating

cloud. For this reason, spaceborne instruments have been used in the past to more

accurately capture the spatial as well as vertical extent of shallow precipitating structures.

A shallow rainfall estimate census study similar to the Kulie et al. (2016) census was done

previously using the Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission (TRMM) Precipitation Radar

(Liu and Zipser, 2009, Schumacher and Houze, 2003, Short and Nakamura, 2000) as well as

with CloudSat (Lebsock and L’Ecuyer, 2011, Lebsock et al., 2011, Rapp et al., 2013). This

Figure 2.1: Relative frequency of occurrence of shallow snowfall, adapted from Kulie
et al. (2016). This data is from the CloudSat 2C-SNOW-PROFILE product from June

2006 to December 2010.
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study aims to compare the Day 1 GPROF and its associated CloudSat/AMSR-E/MHS

database against the succeeding version of the GPROF and its associated GMI/DPR

database in their ability to detect specific snowfall modes, especially shallow cumuliform

snowfall cases.

During the Day 1 GPROF era, when GPM observations are associated with T2m ≤ 255

K, the vector of brightness temperatures measured by the GMI will be best-matched to

a vector of brightness temperatures within the a priori database (i.e. from AMSR-E

and MHS). The cold surface temperature limit was chosen due to CloudSat attenuation

that occurs with heavily precipitating events (Cao et al., 2014, GPROF ATBD, cited

2016). This procedure works to minimize the error between each frequency’s database

brightness temperature and measured brightness temperature. After optimizing by also

matching T2m, TPW, and surface type, the GPROF will assign an associated (CPR-

derived) snowfall rate if these search criteria had previously been matched to a snowfall

rate. This vector of brightness temperatures thus plays a very important role in the

assignment of precipitation rates. After Day 1, when the database of DPR/GMI retrievals

is being used by GPROF, a shallow snowfall event (or any snowfall event) that has radar

reflectivity below 12 dBZ may not be assigned a precipitation rate because the DPR will

not have detected it. Therefore, a final comparison of the two different databases will

be performed to identify any systematic differences in the way snowfall rates would be

assigned.

This work is motivated by several factors. Shallow snowfall, while sometimes too light
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for detection, is an important component of Earth’s hydrologic cycle. Additionally, the

GPROF retrieval algorithm for GPM’s first year uses several empirical, a priori databases

to assign precipitation rates, including a CloudSat/AMSR-E/MHS database for very cold

surfaces. While GPM’s dual-frequency radar and scanning instruments are great improve-

ments on spaceborne instruments, CloudSat’s larger orbital extent and more sensitive

radar can provide important global snowfall context to assess and improve GPM snowfall

retrievals.

The primary goals of this study are:

1. Analyze extended ERA-Interim datasets to highlight model-derived global snow-

fall estimates and establish a baseline climatological perspective of the CloudSat

snowfall database time period.

2. Independently evaluate the CloudSat 2C-SNOW-PROFILE product against the

ERA-Interim snowfall dataset.

3. Analyze the CloudSat 2C-SNOW-PROFILE dataset through the lens of the GPROF

retrieval scheme (i.e. using the environmental parameters that the GPROF uses for

retrieval optimization).

4. Compare the preliminary GPM snowfall database to the CloudSat snowfall database

to assess any systematic differences in the respective global snowfall datasets.
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Chapter 3

Data

This study employs the following three primary data sources: ERA-Interim reanal-

ysis data, CloudSat data products (e.g., 2C-SNOW-PROFILE, 2B-CLDCLASS, and

ECMWF-AUX), and GPM data products. This section provides a brief overview of

each respective data product, while the following section describes methodological steps

taken to synthesize and analyze merged datasets.

Global snowfall accumulations from the ERA-Interim reanalysis dataset is analyzed both

independently, as well as against CloudSat-derived annual snowfall accumulations. The

reanalysis is a run of the ECMWF model that uses multiple observational streams to

nudge model output in the right direction. The data downloaded are 3-hourly snowfall

accumulations and meteorological conditions that are used to optimize the GPROF re-

trievals (T2m and TPW). For the ERA-Interim-only analysis (section 1 of the results),
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a grid size of 0.75◦×0.75◦ is used; for the comparison against CloudSat (section 2 of the

results), ERA-Interim’s higher resolution gridded dataset is interpolated to a 1.0◦×1.0◦

resolution to accommodate direct comparisons with CloudSat gridded data fields. The

data are downloaded at 12-hour time steps at 00Z and 12Z analysis times. For repro-

duction, the data used in this study are downloaded from the ECMWF data portal

(http://apps.ecmwf.int/datasets/data/interim-full-daily/levtype=sfc/).

A separate CloudSat database is used for sections 2 and 3 of this research. In section 2,

which compares ERA-Interim and CloudSat snowfall on an annual timescale, a 1.0◦×1.0◦

CloudSat snowfall dataset is used (Kulie et al., 2016). This dataset contains annual

mean accumulations of snowfall per latitude/longitude grid box derived from CloudSat

2C-SNOW-PROFILE instantaneous snowfall rates from orbital swath data (Wood et al.,

2013). Section 3 uses this orbital swath data, but just uses the instantaneous snowfall

rates from 2C-SNOW-PROFILE. This orbital swath data extends to |82|◦ latitude, as

that is CloudSat’s boundary, and is made up of ∼46 million possible snowfall entries.

This product uses CPR reflectivities to estimate vertical profiles of snowfall rate (240 m

vertical data bin spacing and ∼1.5 km spatial footprint) as well as near-surface snowfall.

To avoid errors caused by ground clutter (Kulie and Bennartz, 2009, Maahn et al., 2014),

the surface snow is calculated using estimated snow properties from a near-surface data

bin defined as the third CPR bin above ground level (AGL) over ocean and the fifth

bin AGL over land surfaces. These snow properties are derived using a priori cloud

microphysical information obtained from field campaign observations to better constrain

snowfall rates retrieved in an optimal estimation algorithm. The 2C-SNOW-PROFILE
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algorithm uses particle size distribution to choose a Z-S relationship, which converts CPR

reflectivities to snowfall rates (Wood et al. 2014, Wood et al. 2015). This product is the

first spaceborne radar snowfall retrieval scheme, thus making it very valuable to global

snowfall research.

The CloudSat 2B-CLDCLASS product is used to identify cloud types and thus for sepa-

rating out different snowfall modes. This product uses a combination of CPR-measured

reflectivity features, a precipitation flag, ECMWF-derived meteorological conditions, sur-

face topography, and rules governing hydrometeors to identify cloud type (Sassen and

Wang, 2008). This product is used for identifying cumulus, stratocumulus, nimbostra-

tus, and other types of clouds. Cumulus and stratocumulus, or “cumuliform”, clouds are

both systematically shallower and lighter-snowing than nimbostratus clouds (Kulie et al.,

2016), and thus can be filtered out to determine conditions in which CloudSat sees this

unique snowfall mode.

CloudSat’s ECMWF-AUX product provides T2m and TPW data coincident with the

2C-SNOW-PROFILE and 2B-CLDCLASS data. These parameters, as well as surface

emissivity, are matched in order to optimize the GPROF retrievals. CloudSat’s 2C-

SNOW-PROFILE snowfall rates and the coincident ECMWF-AUX T2m and TPW are

used in the CloudSat database for the Day 1 version of the GPROF algorithm, which

is accessed when T2m ≤ 255 K. All three of these CloudSat products are orbital swath

data and can be downloaded from the CloudSat Data Processing Center

(http://cloudsat.atmos.colostate.edu/data).
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A GPM-affiliated Colorado State University group provided the GPM measurements

and products used in this study. The data used are the Version 3 (V3) DPR-derived

snowfall rates, which covers April 2014 to March 2015. The products are the Ku-band

retrieval, the mean scan (MS) Ku- and Ka-band Combined Product, and the normal

scan (NS) Ku Combined Product. The MS is 25 pixels wide and the NS is 49 pixels

wide. The precipitation used is the frozen precipitation variable. Each pixel is assigned

a precipitation rate and is then averaged over a GMI footprint, and thus the frozen

precipitation may include mixed precipitation as well.
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Chapter 4

Methodology

This research aims to evaluate the CloudSat snowfall dataset and compare the separate

CloudSat and GPM databases used for the GPROF precipitation retrieval algorithm

over very cold surfaces. First, the ERA-Interim global snowfall dataset is independently

evaluated to establish a climatology of snowfall since 1979. Next, the CloudSat 2C-

SNOW-PROFILE dataset is introduced and compared to ERA-Interim’s snowfall output.

Then, the CloudSat database (i.e. what is used for GPM GPROF Day 1 retrievals) is

analyzed based on meteorological conditions and from a regional perspective. Lastly, the

new GPM snowfall database is compared against CloudSat to identify any systematic

differences between the datasets.
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Section one will focus only on ERA-Interim’s snowfall dataset. ERA-Interim is a well-

vetted reanalysis product that has snowfall data available since 1979. Initially, a climato-

logical analysis of the ERA-Interim snowfall dataset from January 1979 to December 2013

is performed. Preparing for a comparison to CloudSat’s snowfall dataset and to provide

climatological context to better interpret the multi-year CloudSat snowfall products, the

annual mean accumulations for 2007-2010 are found, as well as the deviation from the

1979-2013 mean. While ERA-Interim provides global snowfall data, it is still subject to

errors and thus cannot be considered perfect. For the purposes of this study, however, it

is used as a comparative tool for the CloudSat snowfall dataset.

The second section is a near-global evaluation of CloudSat’s snowfall dataset. Both

qualitative and quantitative comparisons of CloudSat and ERA-Interim annual accumu-

lation are performed during full years of CloudSat’s operation, 2007-2010. This is done

statistically (i.e. finding a bias and other statistical measures between annual snowfall

accumulations) as well as regionally per latitude/longitude grid box. Using CloudSat’s

2B-CLDCLASS product, each latitude/longitude grid box is identified as either predom-

inantly shallow (based on if the cloud type is cumulus or stratocumulus) or non-shallow

snowfall for both CloudSat and ERA-Interim. Because neither dataset is perfect, this

comparison is meant to simply gauge how CloudSat’s snowfall dataset compares to other

datasets available.

The next section of this research focuses specifically on how CloudSat’s snowfall would be

assigned through the GPROF algorithm. Snowfall occurrences are binned by T2m and
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TPW in order to analyze the entire population of CloudSat-identified snowfall events dur-

ing the 4.5-year dataset (June 2006 – December 2010). Again making use of CloudSat’s

2B-CLDCLASS product, this binning can also be done for different snowfall modes (shal-

low cumuliform versus nimbostratus events). This process is repeated for over-ocean only,

over-land only, northern hemisphere ocean, and southern hemisphere ocean (all events

as well as shallow events). Snowfall from nimbostratus clouds, which are systematically

deeper in vertical height than cumulus or stratocumulus clouds (Kulie et al., 2016), is also

binned by T2m and TPW. Lastly, this same binning procedure is performed to show (in-

stead of occurrences) mean snowfall rate. This analysis of CloudSat shows how regional

or meteorological differences can change how CloudSat identifies a snowfall event and

assigns it a precipitation rate. This exhaustive analysis of CloudSat snowfall through the

perspective of environmental parameters demonstrates the wide range of environments

where CloudSat has identified snowfall. It is this analysis that leads into a comparison

with GPM’s DPR-derived snowfall.

The fourth and final section of the thesis is to compare a preliminary GPM database

against the CloudSat database analyzed in the previous section. This comparison will help

identify biases in either dataset by determining under what environmental conditions each

instrument observes snowfall. In other words, this section aims to see how the GPROF

algorithm would assign snowfall rates during the Day 1 GPROF era (using CPR-derived

snowfall rates) and after Day 1 (using DPR-derived snowfall rates). GPM does not

have a product that allows for separation of snowfall modes, and therefore CloudSat’s

database can only be compared for all types of snowfall. After a comparison of all snowfall,
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the CloudSat database is limited to see only what is captured by CloudSat within a

|65|◦ latitude orbit. Next, the CloudSat database is limited to have an approximately

equivalent minimum detectable reflectivity. This CPR-DPR reflectivity equivalent is

approximate because the CPR is a W-band radar and the DPR has Ku- and Ka-band

radars. A proxy of 5 dBZ is chosen to be an approximately equivalent minimum detectable

signal for limiting CloudSat’s database. Lastly, CloudSat’s database is limited by both

orbit and minimum detectable reflectivity to make the comparison as direct as possible.

These results will show any differences in how the DPR and CPR assign snowfall rates

based on meteorological conditions, which are the parameters for the GPROF algorithm.
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Chapter 5

Results

5.1 ERA-Interim-only Analysis

The ERA-Interim snowfall dataset from January 1, 1979 to December 31, 2013 is first

analyzed to understand how snowfall looks from a global climatological perspective and to

provide critical context for the shorter duration CloudSat snowfall dataset that spans from

2006-2010. In Figure 5.1, the annual mean ERA-Interim liquid water equivalent snowfall

accumulation is shown on a global map. Snowfall accumulation occurs mostly at higher

latitudes due to colder atmospheric temperatures allowing snow formation. Mountainous

regions, such as the Rockies in North America, the Himalayas in Asia, and the Andes in

South America, have relatively higher annual snowfall accumulations between ∼0.25-0.5

m yr−1 likely due to orographic (or topographically-forced) snowfall. The southeast coast

of Greenland and coastal Antarctica also show higher mean accumulations exceeding
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Figure 5.1: ERA-Interim annual mean snowfall accumulations from January 1979 to
December 2013 in meters per year.

0.25 m yr−1. Interestingly, inland East Antarctica has very little annual accumulation

and is the only large-scale cold region exhibiting negligible snowfall accumulation over

the entire globe. Over this 35-year period, the global maximum of mean accumulation

is 0.873 m yr−1 and occurs in Southeast Greenland. This region systematically has the

highest global snowfall accumulation per year, with 1995 having the lowest maximum

global accumulation value (0.88 m yr−1) and 2003 having the highest (1.84 m yr−1).

The separate hemispheres also show different characteristics due to the difference in land
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coverage: the Southern hemisphere has much more ocean, which is a source of water

vapor for snow formation. The northern hemisphere shows a lower latitudinal boundary

for snowfall accumulations that looks similar to the typical mid-latitude storm track that

is strongly influenced by land masses and ocean currents. The Southern hemisphere has

a zonal upper latitude limit for snowfall accumulation (except for the Andes and New

Zealand), just as the ocean currents have zonal flow through the Antarctic Circumpolar

Current. According to the 35-year global mean ERA-Interim weighted accumulation,

∼45.7% of snowfall occurs in the Northern Hemisphere, while the Southern Hemisphere

receives the remaining ∼54.3%. The non-weighted (by latitude area) amount of snow-

fall that falls in the Northern and Southern hemispheres are ∼46.5% and ∼53.5%, re-

spectively. These regional characteristics allow for easy qualitative comparison to the

CloudSat 2C-SNOW-PROFILE dataset in the next section.

The CloudSat data used in this study is available from June 2006 to December 2010,

so quantitative annual comparisons against the ERA-Interim dataset are performed be-

tween January 2007 and December 2010 (see Section 5.2 of the Results). Data is still

available through 2016, as CloudSat is still operational, but the 2006 – 2010 dataset was

chosen for two reasons: (i) near-coincident AMSR-E observations were available during

this time, which allowed the coincident radar/radiometer dataset to be constructed for

GPM GPROF purposes and (ii) CloudSat experienced battery anomalies in 2011 that led

to long data outages and an eventual transition to daylight-only operations. Figure 5.2

shows each individual year’s ERA-Interim snowfall accumulation deviation from the 35-

year mean (shown in Figure 5.1). For all years except 2007 (which was a sea-ice minimum
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Figure 5.2: Deviations of annual mean snowfall accumulations of ERA-Interim from
the 35-year mean shown in Figure 5.1. The individual years (2007-2010) shown are the

years that CloudSat was fully operational.

year; Comiso et al. 2008), the regions that have higher annual mean accumulation show

that snowfall accumulation is actually greater than the climatological mean. The Rocky

Mountains, coastal Antarctica and Greenland, and the Southern Ocean have especially

higher deviations of ∼0.5 m from the mean. Seemingly, the only pronounced negative de-

viation from the mean occurs in the Atlantic Ocean southeast of Greenland in 2010, Other

regions display distinct negative snowfall accumulation anomalies of lesser magnitudes in
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2007: Alaska and Arctic Ocean north of Alaska, Atlantic Ocean north of Scandinavia,

Himalaya Mountains, and some Southern Ocean regions near Antarctica. In fact, 2007

was the year with the highest global negative deviation from the mean (0.169 m below

average) during the CloudSat observational period considered in this study. The highest

positive global deviation from the mean occurred in 2008 (0.771 m above average). These

images show that regions that generally have higher snowfall accumulations (based on the

35-year mean) experienced anomalously higher snowfall accumulations during CloudSat’s

early operations.

To analyze the difference between the mean and individual years’ snowfall accumulation

in more depth, the percent deviation from the mean is shown in Figure 5.3. The largest

negative value achievable is -100%, which means that there is a mean snowfall value in

the grid box but there was no accumulation for the given year. Across the years, there

are very large percent deviations from the mean in isolated regions that typically receive

small amounts of snowfall, with the lowest maximum deviation in 2007 (at 3708%) and

the largest maximum deviation occurring in 2010 (at 5718%). The lower latitudes tend

to have the higher percent deviation from the mean, which is apparent each year over

the Southern Ocean. There are many interesting regional features that can be pointed

out for each year, but in 2010 there are two that stand out: Western Europe received

larger than average snowfall, and the North Atlantic (southeast of Greenland) received

less than average snow accumulation.
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Figure 5.3: The percent deviation from the 35-year mean of ERA-Interim snowfall
during CloudSat’s operational years (2007-2010) used in this study.

Figure 5.4 shows the trend of ERA-Interim global snowfall accumulations and the 35-

year mean. The average of the total global annual accumulation is 8723.6 m yr−1, and

is plotted as the orange line. The largest positive deviation from the 35-year mean is in

2000 with 3921.2 m yr−1 more snowfall accumulation (globally) and the largest negative

deviation is in 1987 with 2922.2 m yr−1 less snowfall accumulation (globally) than the

mean. The range of years marked by vertical lines represents the CloudSat data range
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Figure 5.4: The ERA-Interim snowfall trend plotted as the total global accumulation
per year from January 1979 to December 2013.

used in this study. In 2008 and 2010, the annual global snowfall accumulation was

higher than average, while 2007 was much lower than average and 2009 is close to the

mean. While 2009 is considered a climatologically average year from a global snowfall

perspective, note that significant regional snowfall anomalies occurred (Figure 5.3).

Lastly, the ERA-Interim snowfall dataset was analyzed zonally as cumulative zonal to-

tals starting at the equator and ending at each pole as well as latitude weighted zonal

totals. The annual average of total snowfall rate is plotted in Figure 5.5. The Northern

hemisphere experiences increasing snowfall accumulations toward the North Pole, but the
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Figure 5.5: ERA-Interim normalized cumulative zonal total snowfall rate and
weighted zonal total snowfall rate (weighted by latitude area) from 1979 – 2013. The

orbital boundaries for CloudSat and GPM are both marked as well.

Southern Hemisphere’s cumulative snowfall appears to plateau somewhere between the

southern orbital extent of GPM (65◦ S) and CloudSat (82◦ S). This indicates that there

is a smaller percentage of global snowfall occurring at these very high southern latitudes

compared to snowfall between approximately 45◦ S and 75◦ S. The Southern Hemisphere,

despite snowfall accumulation falling off toward the pole, still accumulates on average

410.79 m (liquid equivalent) yr−1 more snowfall than the Northern Hemisphere. When

considering the orbital extent of snowfall remote sensing satellites, it is useful for a science

team to know where most of the desired snowfall is occurring. Using the 35-year mean,
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the percentage of snowfall missed by both CloudSat (|82|◦ orbital extent) and GPM (|65|◦

orbital extent) is computed (based on what ERA-Interim models to accumulate above the

orbital boundaries for each instrument). CloudSat, on average, misses an estimated 9.3%

of ERA-Interim’s global snowfall and GPM, on average, misses 46.0% of ERA-Interim’s

global snowfall.

5.2 CloudSat vs. ERA-Interim Analysis

After analyzing the ERA-Interim dataset for a climatological and spatial perspective on

global snowfall, the independent CloudSat observational dataset is now compared against

it. The snowfall datasets in this section start in January 2007 in order to simplify the

annual mean snowfall accumulation computation. CloudSat’s latitudinal boundaries are

approximately |82|◦ and thus data is not available above these latitudes. The native ERA-

Interim dataset is produced in approximately 0.7◦×0.7◦ grid boxes and is interpolated to

1.0◦×1.0◦ and latitudinally constrained to match the CloudSat grid. Additionally, the

CloudSat dataset’s mean annual unconditional snowfall rate [mm h−1] for each grid box

was converted to units of accumulation per year (m y−1).

Figure 5.6 shows a spatial comparison of the CloudSat 2C-SNOW-PROFILE product

and ERA-Interim snowfall dataset as an annual mean snowfall accumulation from Jan-

uary 2007 to December 2010. The two datasets agree especially well in the Northern

hemisphere: the Rocky Mountains, the Himalayan Mountains, and the southeast coast

of Greenland have relatively higher annual mean accumulation, and a lower boundary
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Figure 5.6: Spatial comparison of CloudSat and ERA-Interim annual mean snowfall
accumulations during CloudSat’s operational years, 2007-2010.
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of snowfall accumulation resembles that of a storm track. CloudSat appears to show

higher snowfall accumulations than ERA-Interim in the North Atlantic and North Pacific

(closer to 0.75 m), both regions where shallow convective snow is prevalent (Figure 2.1).

The CloudSat dataset also displays a larger area of accumulation in Eastern Europe and

central interior Russia.

The Southern hemisphere in Figure 5.6 is less consistent among the datasets. There is spa-

tial agreement on the accumulation in the Andes Mountain and Southern ocean/Antarctic

coast, as well as the less sinusoidal shape of the upper boundary compared to the North-

ern Hemisphere. However, CloudSat consistently samples higher snowfall rates over land

(e.g. New Zealand and the southern Andes Mountains) and the ocean. Only along

the Antarctic Peninsula and the coast of East Antarctica do the ERA-Interim snowfall

accumulations appear relatively higher.

Spatial grid box differences between the CloudSat and ERA-Interim snowfall datasets are

plotted in Figure 5.7. The CloudSat snowfall is subtracted from ERA-Interim, and thus

positive (negative) values indicate higher accumulations in the ERA-Interim (CloudSat)

dataset. Above |82|◦, no data is plotted. The annual mean as well as the individual years

show many regions where CloudSat systematically estimates higher snowfall rates and

thus has higher accumulations annually. The Southern Ocean stands out prominently in

all plots, and is especially larger in individual years. The annual mean shows lighter shades

of red, indicating that each year has different areas that ERA-Interim and CloudSat

disagree on (though these areas are small). On average, mountainous regions
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Figure 5.7: The difference (in meters) between the ERA-Interim accumulation and
the CloudSat global snowfall accumulation datasets for CloudSat’s operational years,

2007-2010.
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show relatively higher differences, with CloudSat’s snowfall accumulation higher than

ERA-Interim. Greenland also shows large inconsistencies among the datasets, specifi-

cally along the southeast coast. Differences in isolated grid boxes on the periphery of

Greenland are caused by radar ground clutter, as CloudSat erroneously overestimates the

snowfall rate due to high radar reflectivities associated with complex terrain Kulie and

Bennartz (2009), Kulie et al. (2016). The most noticeable positive anomaly, where ERA-

Interim’s accumulation exceeds CloudSat’s, is on the Antarctic Peninsula and the east

coast of Antarctica. There is a shift from negative anomalies over the Southern Ocean to

positive anomalies over Antarctica, indicating that there may be systematic differences de-

pendent upon surface type between the model-derived and the observed snowfall datasets.

There are consistently large positive ERA-Interim anomalies over the extreme southern

Greenland coastline. ERA-Interim also produces consistently more snowfall over many

parts of interior Greenland, although the anomalies are not as pronounced compared to

the southern Greenland coastline. Globally, during these years, CloudSat systematically

produces a higher snowfall accumulation than ERA-Interim. Possible causes for these

differences are discussed in Chapter 6.

Zonal mean snowfall rates are plotted in Figure 5.8 for each individual year, as well as

the average of those years. The CloudSat data only extends up to |82|◦, but the ERA-

Interim reaches both poles. The Southern hemisphere (between 45◦ S and the South Pole),

according to both datasets, has higher zonal mean snowfall rates per grid box than the

Northern hemisphere, and was computed earlier to make up (on average) approximately

54% of global snowfall. The peak for the CloudSat zonal mean snowfall
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Figure 5.8: Zonal mean snowfall accumulation from January 2007 to December 2010
for both CloudSat (solid lines) and ERA-Interim (dashed lines). The annual mean over

this time period is plotted, as well as the zonal mean for each year.

rates, 1.92 mm day−1, was in 2010 at 63◦S latitude. The peak for the annually averaged

CloudSat zonal mean accumulations, 1.78 mm day−1, is at 65◦S latitude. The ERA-

Interim zonal mean peaked in 2010 as well, at 1.38 mm day−1, but at a slightly higher

latitude than the CloudSat zonal mean accumulation in 2010, 65◦S. The averaged zonal

mean accumulation for the ERA-Interim snowfall dataset peaks at 1.29 mm day−1 at

66◦S latitude, also a slightly higher latitude than the analogous CloudSat zonal mean

snowfall rate. The maximum zonal mean snowfall rate for the ERA-Interim dataset is

consistently at slightly higher latitudes than the CloudSat dataset when each individual
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year is checked.

The snowfall accumulation in the Northern Hemisphere, according to Figure 5.8, stretches

down to lower latitudes than the Southern Hemisphere. There is also no obvious peak

of snowfall at a specific latitude, though snowfall accumulation is higher northward of

45◦N. There is less of a spread between datasets of the zonal averages of the snowfall

in the Northern hemisphere than in the Southern Hemisphere. The area under each

curve represents the total of the zonal means for each year and each dataset. ERA-

Interim’s peak year for modeled snowfall accumulation occurred in 2008 in both the

Southern hemisphere (24.2 mm day−1) and in the Northern hemisphere (20.3 mm day−1).

CloudSat’s peak year for snowfall observations in the Southern hemisphere occurred in

2010 (30.7 mm day−1) and in the Northern hemisphere, occurred in 2008 (21.3 mm day−1).

Overall, in agreement with the spatial plots shown in Figure 5.7, CloudSat’s zonal mean

accumulation is generally higher than ERA-Interim’s.

A quantitative comparison between ERA-Interim and CloudSat snowfall accumulations

is shown in Figure 5.9. Each point represents a single (1.0◦×1.0◦) grid box’s snowfall rate

as the 4-year mean snowfall rate (in the first panel) or each individual year’s snowfall rate

(other panels). CloudSat’s mean global snowfall rate (the 4 year average) is approximately

0.03 m yr−1 (21.6%) higher than ERA-Interim’s, and this pattern is seen throughout the

individual years as well. Both datasets agree that 2008 had the highest global snowfall

rate, with CloudSat observing 0.1138 m yr−1 and ERA-Interim modeling 0.0903 yr−1.
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Figure 5.9: Scatter plots of the ERA-Interim versus CloudSat snowfall rates. The
first plot is the 4-year mean, and the remaining are the individual years that CloudSat
was operational, 2007-2010. Each point represents a single latitude×longitude (1◦×1◦)

grid box’s snowfall rate.
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Even though 2008 experienced the highest global mean snowfall rate in both datasets,

the largest difference between datasets occurred in 2010 (CloudSat’s mean exceeds ERA-

Interim’s by 0.0252 m yr−1). The remainder of the years shows CloudSat observing, on

average, between 0.1097 - 0.1138 m yr−1, and ERA-Interim modeling, on average, 0.0858

- 0.0903 m yr−1 of snowfall. The minimum mean snowfall rate for both datasets occurs

in 2007, which was a sea-ice minimum year (Comiso et al., 2008). The datasets are well

correlated, with a correlation of approximately 0.91 for the 4-year average dataset. Each

individual year’s correlations are slightly lower (0.832-0.842) than the averaged dataset.

The bias for the averaged dataset is 0.0241, and the individual years’ biases are between

0.0234 - 0.0252. All of these biases are positive, and indicating that CloudSat is biased

high compared to ERA-Interim. This is consistent with the zonal mean snowfall rates in

Figure 5.8 as well as the spatial difference plots in Figure 5.7. The root mean square error

(RMSE) is approximately 0.094 m yr−1 for the 4-year average, and is between 0.123-0.129

m yr−1 for the individual years. The bias and correlation are highest in 2010 and the

RMSE is lowest in 2007. It is apparent by the shape of the scatter plots that there are

several grid boxes where CloudSat snowfall greatly exceeds that of ERA-Interim, likely

due to clutter specks (Maahn et al., 2014). There are also a few grid boxes where ERA-

Interim greatly exceeds CloudSat snowfall, which could be due to CloudSat sampling

issues at equatorward latitudes.

In preparation for Section 5.3 of the Results, where the CloudSat snowfall dataset is

examined by partitioning the dataset by snowfall mode and through the lens of the

GPROF algorithm by examining the environmental conditions associated with CloudSat
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snowfall events, Figure 5.9 is recreated twice with various filters. In Figure 5.10, only

grid boxes with (i) ≥ 60% of snowfall events due to cumulus or stratocumulus clouds

and (ii) ≥ 60% of the snowfall rate due to cumulus or stratocumulus clouds are plotted.

Figure 5.10 aims to isolate grid boxes dominated by shallow snow by using the ad hoc

thresholds described to investigate whether systematic differences in the two respective

datasets might be caused by the unique shallow snowfall mode. Recall that Kulie et al.

(2016) found cumulus and stratocumulus to be shallower and generally produce more

light snowfall than nimbostratus clouds (with the exception of sometimes intense over-

water convective snow), and thus Figure 5.10 snowfall cases are identified for convenience

as “shallow.” Figure 5.11 is simply the complement of Figure 5.10’s categorization; every

grid box that is not plotted on the “shallow” plots of Figure 5.10 is plotted as “non-

shallow” snowfall in Figure 5.11. Note that the ad hoc definition of non-shallow dominated

grid boxes may still contain significant shallow snowfall contributions approaching 60%,

so the Figure 5.11 comparisons have shallow snowfall contributions inherently included

in the published statistical measures.

The shallow mean snowfall rate in Figure 5.10 is much lower than the global total snowfall

rate, as there is no non-shallow snowfall (as seen in Figure 5.11) taken into account. Note

that an individual year may have a grid box that meets the criteria of shallow, but the

remainder of the years may not meet that criteria. Therefore, what was a “shallow” grid

box in one year may not be for the average of the 4 years. The 4-year and global mean

snowfall rate for shallow snowfall in Figure 5.10 is 0.0526 m yr−1 (according to CloudSat)

or 0.0385 m yr−1 (according to ERA-Interim), with CloudSat’s observational mean
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Figure 5.10: Same as Figure 5.9, but now only plotting for grid boxes that have (i)
more than 60% of snowfall occurrences from cumulus or stratocumulus clouds and (ii)
more than 60% of the snowfall rate due to these shallow cumuliform events. This makes

use of CloudSat’s 2B-CLDCLASS product, which classifies cloud type.
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exceeding that of ERA-Interim’s modeled mean by approximately 0.0141 m yr−1. The

largest difference in mean snowfall rate occurs in 2010 (ERA-Interim accumulation is

0.007 m yr−1 higher). In 2007, a year that had a lower mean snowfall rate (as seen in

Figure 5.9) and was a sea-ice minimum (Comiso et al., 2008), has a very small difference

between the datasets’ global mean snowfall rates and consequently, the lowest bias. The

bias between both datasets for the 4-year averaged shallow snowfall is 0.014, and the

correlation is only 0.569. Just as was the case in Figure 5.9, there are several grid boxes

where CloudSat snowfall greatly exceeds ERA-Interim, which is likely due to ground

clutter (Maahn et al., 2014), especially because the 2B-CLDCLASS product identified

these clouds as cumulus or stratocumulus, which are likely to be shallow (Kulie et al.,

2016). The bias between shallow snowfall datasets during 2008-2010 is negative, while

the bias in 2007 is positive; all years individually have extremely small biases between

datasets, less than 0.01. The absolute value of the bias is largest in 2010 (when taking

into account more significant figures than is shown on the plot), the correlation is highest

in 2008, and the RMSE is lowest in 2009 (again, when looking at more significant figures).

The highest mean snowfall rate is in 2008 for CloudSat (0.081 m yr−1) and in 2009 for

ERA-Interim (0.084 m yr−1). The negative bias during each year except 2007 indicates

that the ERA-Interim snowfall output is higher than the CloudSat snowfall when filtered

through this lens. However, because ERA-Interim grid boxes were vetted using CloudSat’s

cloud identification data (from 2B-CLDCLASS), ERA-Interim is including snowfall events

that are not “shallow” (i.e. from cumulus or stratocumulus clouds within the model) and

could be accumulations from deeper snowfall, which typically is associated with higher
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snowfall rates (Kulie et al., 2016).

Lastly, the scatter plot of non-shallow snowfall cases in ERA-Interim output and CloudSat

observations is shown in Figure 5.11. These events complement the shallow snowfall cases

and thus make up the large difference between “all” snowfall events and shallow. The

CloudSat non-shallow mean global snowfall rate exceed that of ERA-Interim by 0.0541 m

yr−1 for the 4-year average. Just as was the case for “all” and shallow events, 2010 has the

largest difference between datasets’ snowfall rates, with CloudSat’s mean 0.0665 m yr−1

higher. The 4-year averaged bias is approximately 0.0541, which more than twice the bias

of “all” snowfall events and almost four times the bias for shallow snowfall events for the

4-year average. Additionally, the 4-year average RMSE is lowest for “all” snowfall events

and highest for the non-shallow (0.137 m yr−1). This means that when shallow snowfall

dominated grid boxes are filtered out in this manner, the datasets start to disagree more

on snowfall accumulations, and could be an indicator of different snowfall modes occurring

between the datasets. For individual years, the correlation and bias are highest in 2010

and the RMSE is lowest in 2007, just as was the case for “all” events (shallow events in

2010 also had the largest bias of all years, though it was negative). The highest global

mean snowfall rate is in 2008 for both CloudSat (0.2763 m yr−1) and ERA-Interim (0.2148

m yr−1).

The comparison of these two snowfall datasets reveals a few differences between the mod-

eled ERA-Interim snowfall and the observed CloudSat snowfall. First, global distributions

of snowfall portray CloudSat observations as having higher snowfall rates than
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Figure 5.11: Same as Figure 5.9, but now plots every grid box that was not plotted
in Figure 5.10. These “non-shallow” grid boxes may have shallow snowfall events and
rates from shallow cumuliform clouds, but does not meet the criteria specified to be a

“shallow” grid box.
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ERA-Interim, especially in southeast Greenland and the Southern Ocean. The zonal

mean of snowfall rates agrees with this finding and is especially apparent in the Southern

hemisphere. Also in the Southern hemisphere, the zonal mean snowfall rate peaks in 2010

for CloudSat and 2008 for ERA-Interim, whereas the Northern hemisphere experienced

its highest accumulation in 2008, according to both datasets. Lastly, comparing rates

and splitting up snowfall events by mode (using CloudSat’s 2B-CLDCLASS product)

shows that CloudSat’s higher bias of snowfall rate can be attributed to cases identified

as “non-shallow.” This is because ERA-Interim has higher rates of snowfall in the grid

boxes that CloudSat identifies as dominated by shallow events (according to the definition

used earlier), but when considering all snowfall events, ERA-Interim has lower snowfall

rates. As a result, one of three scenarios is true: (i) ERA-Interim is modeling too little

snowfall, (ii) CloudSat is observing or estimating too much snowfall (some of which could

be ground clutter), (iii) or both datasets are incorrect.

5.3 CloudSat Snowfall Database Analysis

For the Day 1 version of the GPM GPROF radiometer precipitation algorithm, CloudSat’s

2C-SNOW-PROFILE and ECMWF-AUX products from June 2006 to December 2010,

combined with coincident AMSR-E brightness temperatures, were chosen to construct an

a priori database for very cold surface temperatures (T2m ≤ 255 K). The Day 1 GMI

observed multi-frequency brightness temperature vectors would be matched, along with

surface emissivity type and ECMWF-derived T2m and TPW, to a CloudSat/AMSR-

E/MHS a priori database entry that possessed a minimized brightness temperature
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difference with the GMI observation. If the matched CloudSat database entry had a

precipitation rate associated with it, the CPR-derived (2C-SNOW-PROFILE) snowfall

rate would be assigned to this GMI observation. While the CloudSat/AMSR-E/MHS

database temporarily played an important role in the GPROF retrieval scheme during

the early phases of the GPM mission, the CloudSat/AMSR-E/MHS database contains a

wealth of information regarding global snowfall that has yet to be sufficiently exploited.

This section investigates the CloudSat snowfall dataset in a unique fashion by providing

a global snowfall perspective using ambient environmental fields such as T2m and TPW.

As previously mentioned, these environmental parameters are used by GPROF to search

a priori database entries with similar T2m/TPW magnitudes to economize the GMI

observation-a priori database matching procedure (the a priori database is populated by

millions of profiles, so considering database entries with similar T2m and TPW values

as the GMI observation under consideration greatly reduces computation time). The

CloudSat database provides an unprecedented opportunity to characterize global snow-

fall by these key environmental parameters and other cloud macrophysical parameters

and geographical constraints, thus serving as an important post Day 1 GPROF snowfall

retrieval calibration and evaluation tool.

To understand where CloudSat’s observed snowfall at these very cold surface temperatures

(T2m ≤ 255 K) is typically located, Figure 5.12 displays spatial distributions of snowfall

occurrences for both the 2006-2010 period as well as each individual year. Note the

changed color bar for the 4.5-year plot, as well as the fact that the 2006 data is half the

length (temporally) of the rest of the years. CloudSat samples more data at higher
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Figure 5.12: All occurrences of snowfall when the two-meter temperature (T2M) is
less than or equal to 255 K, the criterion for using the CloudSat database in the Day 1

version of the GPROF algorithm for GPM.
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latitudes, which causes a seemingly linear band of increased snowfall occurrences near the

upper bounds of CloudSat’s orbit (this is especially apparently in the Northern hemisphere

pan-Artic region). In the Northern Hemisphere, T2m ≤ 255 K snowfall occurrences

reach to latitudes as far south as 30◦N, especially over land. Snowfall occurrences in the

Northern Hemisphere when T2m ≤ 255 K are over land 56.9% of the time, and over ocean

42.7% of the time (the remaining ∼0.5% of occurrences are over coasts). In the Southern

hemisphere, T2m ≤ 255K snowfall is much more restricted, with most occurrences south

of 60◦S with the exception of the Andean Mountain range. Snowfall occurrences in the

Southern Hemisphere when T2m ≤ 255 K are over land 71.2% of the time, and over ocean

28.6% of the time (the remaining ∼0.2% of occurrences are over coasts). Approximately

91.4% of snowfall occurrences where T2m ≤ 255K are above |65|◦ latitude, the upper

limit on GPM’s latitudinal extent. Recall from Figure 2.1, from Kulie et al. (2016), that

CloudSat snowfall events identified as “shallow” occur relatively frequently and contribute

substantially to regional snowfall accumulations (compared to deeper snowfall events) in

the Southern ocean, as well as the North Atlantic and Pacific Oceans. These results imply

that the CloudSat database, used for Day 1 retrievals when T2m ≤ 255 K, is underutilized

in regions with higher frequency of occurrence of shallow cumuliform snowfall events. The

following discussion related to Figures 5.13 - 5.18 highlight this potential underutilization

issue further.
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5.3.1 Global Analysis

The CloudSat database that contains over 46 million possible snowfall entries can be

visualized as a function of environmental parameters by binning snowfall occurrences

and mean snowfall rates by T2m and TPW, as is done in Figure 5.13. Figure 5.13a

is frequency of occurrence, Figure 5.13b is relative frequency of occurrence (or fraction,

where 1 is the normalized total number of occurrences across all T2m and all TPW bins),

and Figure 5.13c is the mean snowfall rate per T2m/TPW bin. Only snowfall events with

rates below 5 mm h−1 are considered in the mean snowfall rate figures, as the quality of

CloudSat’s snowfall rates degrades above∼1 mm h−1 and displays progressively increasing

negative biases compared to independent ground-based datasets above ∼5 mm h−1 (Cao

et al., 2014). Extremely high snowfall rates could also be caused by imperfections of

the 2C-SNOW-PROFILE clutter flag. Of these occurrences between 0.0 and 5.0 mm

h−1, only 22.5% of CloudSat’s snowfall occurs when T2m ≤ 255 K. The mean snowfall

rate plots also consider only T2m/TPW bins with at least 100 occurrences of snowfall

to avoid including bins that contain a limited number of snow events over the 4.5 year

period. This constraint is apparent in the snowfall rate figures, as the mean snowfall

rate joint histograms do not extend as wide or as tall as the frequency of occurrence or

fraction plots.

The bounding shape of the joint histogram shown in Figure 5.13 can be partially explained

by the Clausius-Clapeyron equation, which relates increasing TPW to increasing
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Figure 5.13: CloudSat snowfall occurrences, fraction of occurrence, and mean snowfall
rate binned by 2-meter temperature (T2m) and total precipitable water (TPW). Data
spans from June 2006 to December 2010 and represents the a priori database used for

the Day 1 version of the GPROF algorithm.
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temperature (Petty, 2008). A dotted line on all graphs shows where T2m = 255 K so as to

visually illustrate what portion of the entire CloudSat dataset is potentially used by the

Day 1 GPM GPROF retrieval. Including all snowfall events shows a large maximum near

273 K and between approximately 5 and 10 mm TPW in Figure 5.13a. This T2m/TPW

range is where the most occurrences of snowfall are located, which is confirmed by fraction

of events in Figure 5.13b. About 13.5% of all snowfall events are located between T2m

and TPW ranges of 270-273 K and 5-10 mm, respectively. There is an obvious tail-like

feature that extends below 255 K at low (< 10 mm) TPW, indicating that CloudSat

does observe a large number of snowfall events at very cold near-surface temperatures.

Figure 5.13c, the mean snowfall rate histogram for all snowfall events, shows increased

snowfall rates for increased TPW and T2m values. Note that some of the higher bin-

averaged snowfall rates are associated with T2m/TPW bins populated by relatively few

snowfall occurrences, but the general trend of higher bin-averaged snowfall rates with

warmer temperatures and larger TPW values exists for bins populated by larger snowfall

event frequencies. Only about 22.5% of all snowfall events occur at or below 255 K,

though, so a large portion of the CloudSat database was not considered in the Day 1

GPROF algorithm.

5.3.2 Shallow Cumuliform vs. Nimbostratus Snowfall

In order to illustrate systematic differences between snowfall mode and environmental

parameters, Figure 5.14 shows the same analysis as Figure 5.13, but the CloudSat snowfall

dataset is partitioned into shallow cumuliform (left column) versus nimbostratus (right
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Figure 5.14: Same as Figure 5.13, but now showing shallow snowfall events (left
column) and snowfall events occurring from nimbostratus clouds (right column).
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column) snowfall events using the CloudSat 2B-CLDCLASS cloud identification product

and methodology outlined in Kulie et al. (2016). According to CloudSat observations,

Kulie et al. (2016) found the nimbostratus snowfall events to be systematically both

deeper and heavier-snowing, although an intense shallow snowfall signature was evident

and attributed to vigorous over-water convective snow events that comprised a small

percentage of the CloudSat dataset. Shallow snowfall events make up far fewer events (∼

37% of the CloudSat snowfall database) compared to the nimbostratus category (∼63%).

Similar to Figure 5.13a, there is also a frequency of occurrence peak near 273K when only

shallow events are considered, but it is at an obviously lower TPW value (centered near 5

mm) than the nimbostratus snowfall category (centered near ∼8-9 mm) in Figure 5.14a-

b. About 19.6% of all shallow snowfall events (between 0.0 and 5.0 mm h−1) occur

between T2m and TPW ranges of 270-273K and 3-8 mm (Figure 5.14c). The nimbostratus

category contains about 14.6% between T2m and TPW ranges of 270-273K and 6-11

mm (Figure 5.14d). The nimbostratus category is the primary cause of frequency of

occurrence maxima tail extending to lower T2m/TPW values (Figure 5.14b,d) that was

discussed in Figure 5.13a. This same feature also exists in the shallow snowfall category

(Figure 5.14a,c), but is much less pronounced. The tail end of snowfall occurrences from

nimbostratus snowfall events below 255 K is definitely larger than for shallow snowfall.

Figures 5.13 and 5.14 reveal that CloudSat observes snowfall below 255 K, including

shallow snowfall, and these snowfall occurrences are included in the CloudSat database

for the Day 1 GPROF algorithm. Note, however, that 13.7% of shallow cumuliform and

22.6% of nimbostratus snowfall events occur at or below the 255 K T2m threshold.
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From a bin-averaged snowfall rate perspective (Figure 5.14e-f), the nimbostratus cat-

egory (Figure 5.14f) largely mimics the all snowfall event snowfall rate plot shown in

Figure 5.13c. Higher snowfall rates exceeding 0.6 mm h−1 are generally associated with

higher TPW values, with the only exception being an isolated snowfall rate maximum

of ∼0.4 mm h−1 evident at very warm temperatures (near 274-275K) and TPW values

near 5 mm. This feature, however, coincides with T2m/TPW bins containing very few

nimbostratus events. Very low nimbostratus bin-averaged snowfall rates (near 0.1 mm

h−1) are associated with low T2m and TPW values. For shallow snowfall events (Fig-

ure 5.14e), this trend is similar – generally higher T2m/TPW bin-averaged snowfall rates

are evident at warmer temperatures with more columnar water vapor. The magnitudes

of bin-averaged snowfall rates are universally much less than the nimbostratus category

(not exceeding ∼0.4 mm h−1 even in high TPW and T2m environments).

5.3.3 Land vs. Ocean Snowfall

Because the CloudSat/AMSR-E/MHS database is only used for very cold near-surface

temperatures that occur primarily over land in the GPROF Day 1 algorithm (NEXRAD/

SSMIS is used over land for 255K < T2m < ∼275K, while a modified TRMM database

is used over oceans for potentially snowing observations associated with possible snowing

events), Figure 5.15 splits all snowfall events into over-land (left column) and over-ocean

(right column) categories. Land versus ocean designations for each CloudSat observation

are obtained from CloudSat products and based on a digital elevation map. Over-ice

observations are included in the land category. An immediate distinction between the
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Figure 5.15: Same as Figure 5.13, but now showing over-land snowfall events (left
column) and over-ocean snowfall events (right column).
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two joint histograms (Figure 5.15a-b) is the much higher occurrence of snowfall over ocean

than over land. Over-ocean snowfall clearly makes up the larger portion of all snowfall

events (65.2%), though over-land snowfall appears to make up a larger portion of the tail

end of snowfall occurrences that happen below 255 K (65.2% of occurrences where T2m

≤ 255K). The frequency of occurrence joint histogram for oceanic snowfall does closely

resemble that of all snowfall (Figure 5.13a), especially the bifurcated maxima that occurs

between T2m ranges of 265-275K and TPW values below ∼5 mm. This bifurcation is

not evident in the land snowfall frequency of occurrence figures, thus isolating the strong

oceanic influence on global snowfall that is presumably linked to convective processes

(see also Figure 5.13). The over-land mean snowfall rate histogram (Figure 5.15e) more

closely resembles that for all snowfall, although both land and ocean generally display

decreasing bin-averaged snowfall rates with decreasing T2m/TPW values. An odd feature

that appears in the over-ocean frequency of occurrence of snowfall plot is a very high

number of occurrences around 265 K and 19 mm TPW. This unexplained feature is

likely a dataset anomaly that needs to be explored further. Overall, both over-land and

over-ocean snowfall events are present in the database used for the Day 1 version of the

GPROF, although 42.6% of land and 11.9% of ocean occur at T2m values at or below

255 K.

To establish how much shallow snowfall occurs over ocean versus over land, Figure 5.16

shows the T2m/TPW joint histograms for each category. Over land, the number of shal-

low snowfall occurrences is significantly less than over ocean (23.6% of shallow occurrences

are over land). Over-ocean shallow snowfall makes up the largest fraction of
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Figure 5.16: Same as Figure 5.13, but now showing over-land shallow snowfall events
(left column) and over-ocean shallow snowfall events (right column).
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shallow snow (76.1%), and still maintains the peak and tail end that is seen in the shal-

low snow joint histogram (Figure 5.14a,c). The fraction of over-land shallow snowfall

does not appear to be biased toward higher or lower temperatures, whereas for over-

ocean shallow snowfall, the likelihood for snowfall to occur near freezing is much higher.

Figure 5.16b shows the same maximum frequency of occurrence of snowfall events that

is seen as a bifurcation at low TPW in Figure 5.15b, implying that over-ocean convec-

tive snowfall largely causes this feature. The mean snowfall rate plots (Figure 5.16e-f)

look somewhat similar to those in Figure 5.15e-f, though with relatively lower snowfall

rates. Mean snowfall rates in bins populated by large snowfall rate counts are generally

lower (less than ∼0.2 mm h−1) and therefore indicate a large fraction of shallow snow-

fall rates with very light snowfall – a feature also discussed in Kulie et al. (2016). Over

land, the mean snowfall rate increases to ∼0.2 mm h−1 at high T2m and high TPW,

but there are very few occurrences of snowfall that populate these bins (Figure 5.16a).

Additionally, there is a large area of increased snowfall rates (less than 0.2 mm h−1 higher

than surrounding bins) between 235-255 K and at very low TPW that could plausibly

be associated with convective snow associated with cold air outbreaks in very low TPW

environments; however, this cluster of elevated bin-averaged snowfall rates could also be

caused by ground clutter contamination (Kulie and Bennartz, 2009, Maahn et al., 2014).

Over ocean, this feature is nonexistent. While the over-land feature may be ground clut-

ter, it is still included in the CloudSat/AMSR-E/MHS database. A significant population

of shallow CloudSat-indicated shallow snowfall events over ocean associated with warmer

temperatures (91.0%), however, would not be considered in the Day 1 GPROF retrieval
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scheme. Land shallow snowfall occurrences at warmer temperatures than 255K are a

lower percentage (71.5%) than the over-ocean shallow snowfall category.

5.3.4 Hemispheric Analysis

Additional partitioning of the CloudSat snowfall data into over-ocean in the Northern

and Southern hemispheres is shown in Figure 5.17 to illustrate any inherent differences

in snowfall as a function of T2m and TPW. Based on Figures 5.15 and 5.16 displaying

higher occurrence of snowfall over ocean than land, and the fact that the surface area

of the ocean is greater in Southern Hemisphere than the Northern, the data is split to

Northern and Southern Hemispheric snowfall over-ocean. The Southern hemisphere’s

ocean, as suspected due to the greater surface area, has more occurrences of snowfall

than the Northern hemisphere. About 53.4% of all global snowfall cases occur in the

Southern Hemisphere (Figure 5.17a-d). The Northern hemisphere’s over-ocean snowfall

is apparently responsible for the anomalous feature seen in the over-ocean snowfall his-

togram of Figure 5.15 at high TPW near 265 K. The fraction of snowfall events in the

Northern hemisphere below 255 K is 41.4% versus 58.6% in Southern hemisphere, though

the Southern hemisphere’s snowfall is much more likely to occur near freezing than the

Northern hemisphere’s snowfall. The mean snowfall rate histograms (Figure 5.17e-f)

are not drastically different, though in the Southern hemisphere, snowfall rates are ap-

proximately 0.2 mm h−1 higher at TPW between 5-15 mm compared to the Northern

hemisphere. Both the Southern and Northern hemisphere’s oceans experience snowfall

below 255 K that would be included in the CloudSat database.
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Figure 5.17: Same as Figure 5.13, but now showing over-ocean Northern Hemisphere
snowfall events (left column) and over-ocean Southern Hemisphere snowfall events (right

column).
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The final partition of this dataset is done by recreating the previous plot, but for shal-

low snowfall events only (see Figure 5.18). As was the case for all over-ocean snowfall

events, the number of occurrences of shallow snowfall in the Southern hemisphere (56.6%

of all over-ocean shallow snowfall cases) exceeds that of the Northern hemisphere (43.4%).

The fraction of shallow snowfall in the Northern hemisphere (Figure 5.18c) is now higher

near freezing, unlike the slightly more uniform fraction of occurrence of all snowfall in

the Northern hemisphere, Figure 5.17c. The Southern hemisphere’s fraction of shallow

snowfall, Figure 5.18d, has increased near freezing, making shallow snowfall events much

more likely (than it was for all snowfall events) to occur near freezing. The fraction in

the Southern hemisphere is also higher at higher TPW than the Northern hemisphere,

reflecting the colder and drier environments in which shallow snowfall occurs in the North-

ern hemisphere. Interestingly, when analyzing the mean snowfall rate histograms (Fig-

ure 5.18e-f), there isn’t too much of a difference between the hemispheres, though the

Southern hemisphere shows snowfall rates occurring at colder temperatures, the Northern

hemisphere plot may not be showing any snowfall rates due to the constraint of at least

100 occurrences of snowfall in the bin.

Figures 5.13-5.18 indicate how different snowfall populations are when partitioned by

snowfall mode (e.g. shallow versus nimbostratus), land versus ocean, and/or Northern

versus Southern hemispheres. The CloudSat snowfall dataset, no matter how it was

partitioned in this section, always had observations of snowfall events occurring at or

below 255 K. These snowfall rates, paired with T2m and TPW, are used for the Day 1
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Figure 5.18: Same as Figure 5.13, but now showing over-ocean Northern Hemisphere
shallow snowfall events (left column) and over-ocean Southern Hemisphere shallow

snowfall events (right column).
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version of the GPROF precipitation retrieval algorithm. After Day 1, a completely new

dataset of GPM DPR-derived precipitation rates and matching GMI brightness temper-

atures will replace the CloudSat/AMSR-E/MHS database for the GPROF 2016 Version

1 (Kummerow et al., 2015). The next section will compare the GPM-only database (con-

sisting of the DPR-derived precipitation rates) to the CloudSat database just analyzed.

Ideally, both a priori datasets would realistically reflect the natural variability of global

snowfall; a comparison will, therefore, identify systematic shortcomings in either dataset.

5.4 GPM vs. CloudSat Analysis

Each of the GPM Version 3 frozen precipitation products (Ku-band, NS Combined Ku-

band, and MS Combined Ku- and Ka-bands) is compared against CloudSat’s snowfall

product to analyze under what meteorological conditions each satellite observes snowfall.

Figure 5.19 displays the frequency of occurrence of snowfall, Figure 5.20 displays the

normalized relative frequency of occurrence (or fraction) of snowfall, and Figure 5.21

displays the mean snowfall rate for each respective T2m/TPW bin for all four datasets.

For each figure, panel A is CloudSat, panel B is the GPM Mean Scan (MS), panel C is

the GPM Normal Scan (NS), and panel D is the GPM Ku-band snowfall. The GPM data

is a year-long dataset measured with a scanning radar, and the CloudSat data is more

than 4 years of data measured with a non-scanning, near-nadir pointing radar. The total

number of CloudSat snowfall cases is ∼4.62×107 occurrences, GPM MS cases is 1.91×107

occurrences, GPM NS cases is 1.91×107 occurrences (535 fewer occurrences than GPM
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Figure 5.19: Comparison of the frequency of occurrence of snowfall as observed by
CloudSat, the GPM Mean Scan (MS), the GPM Normal Scan (NS) and the GPM

Ku-band.

MS), and GPM Ku-band cases is ∼2.50×107 occurrences. This means that CloudSat only

has approximately twice as many snowfall occurrences than each of the GPM scans/bands.

The lower limit for GPM data to plot is at least 50 occurrences of frozen precipitation

(half of CloudSat’s 100 occurrence minimum, though CloudSat has more data). Note

that the CloudSat histogram looks different when compared to the previous section, as

the color bar was changed to match the GPM plots (and the GPM dataset contains

less snowfall, as it is only one year of data). Each of the GPM datasets looks entirely

different from the CloudSat dataset, in that there appears to be more snowfall occurring
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Figure 5.20: Comparison of the relative frequency of occurrence, or fraction, of snow-
fall as observed by CloudSat, the GPM Mean Scan (MS), the GPM Normal Scan (NS)

and the GPM Ku-band.

at warmer temperatures and less snowfall occurring at colder temperatures in the GPM

datasets. The three GPM products appear to mostly agree on frequency of occurrence,

and there doesn’t appear to be very many snowfall occurrences measured below 255 K

(especially when compared with CloudSat; only 0.94% of MS cases, 0.94% of NS cases,

and 0.7% of cases occur at T2m ≤ 255 K compared to CloudSat’s 22.5%). An interesting

feature shared among the GPM datasets that isn’t present in the CloudSat dataset is

a bifurcation at warmer temperatures and higher TPW and no obvious bifurcation in

the lower T2m/TPW regime as indicated in the CloudSat dataset. This new feature in
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Figure 5.21: Comparison of the mean snowfall rate as observed by CloudSat, the
GPM Mean Scan (MS), the GPM Normal Scan (NS) and the GPM Ku-band.

the GPM plots could be the result of mixed precipitation being included in the frozen

precipitation products.

The fraction of occurrence plots for the three GPM datasets are also very similar, though

the Ku-band (non-combined) product, Figure 5.20d, shows a relatively lower fraction

of occurrence of snowfall near freezing, similar to what CloudSat shows near freezing

in Figure 5.20a. The lack of a tail below 255 K is even more apparent in the fraction

plots, Figure 5.20, as the fraction is so low that it does not show up at all below 255

K. The mean snowfall rate plots, Figure 5.21, do show snowfall being detected at colder
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temperatures, though the CloudSat plot is still masking out bins that have fewer than

100 occurrences of snowfall measured. The NS (Figure 5.21c) shows relatively higher

snowfall rates occurring at colder temperatures and low TPW, while the Ku-band and

MS snowfall rates (Figure 5.21b,d) more closely resemble CloudSat snowfall (though the

MS and Ku products do appear to have slightly higher snowfall rates than CloudSat

shows). Fewer snowfall occurrences below 255 K and higher snowfall rates could be a

result of GPM’s orbit being so limited, while CloudSat has more than 20◦ latitude more

coverage than GPM. CloudSat’s higher radar sensitivity may also play a role in detecting

additional light snowfall events that cannot be effectively detected by GPM’s radar (see

discussion associated with following figures).

In order to more fairly assess these two datasets, the CloudSat dataset is limited to include

only observations made within the same latitudinal boundaries as the GPM observations,

|65|◦ latitude. The frequency of occurrence of snowfall is plotted in Figure 5.22, the rela-

tive frequency of occurrence in Figure 5.23, and the mean snowfall rate in Figure 5.24. The

GPM plots remain the same, and are now just being compared to the limited CloudSat

dataset. The amount of snowfall observations has universally decreased in Figure 5.22a,

as higher latitudes that would be more likely to snow (than the mid-latitudes or, obvi-

ously, the tropics) are no longer included in the dataset. The tail of observations that

extended below 255 K has receded remarkably, though there are still more occurrences of

snowfall than the GPM dataset. The fraction of occurrence for CloudSat (Figure 5.23a)

has increased near freezing due to fewer meteorological conditions under which snowfall is

being observed. However, there is still a larger fraction of snowfall occurrences below 255
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Figure 5.22: Comparison of the frequency of occurrence of snowfall as observed by
CloudSat, the GPM Mean Scan (MS), the GPM Normal Scan (NS) and the GPM

Ku-band. CloudSat’s orbit is now limited to be within |65|◦ latitude.

K than the GPM datasets show. The mean snowfall rate plot (Figure 5.24a) shows more

bins with higher snowfall rates due to fewer events with low snowfall rates being included.

Knowing that GPM’s less sensitive radar bands are biased to observe higher reflectivities

(which corresponds to higher snowfall rates), these plots (Figure 5.24b-d) could imply

that GPM is less likely to overpass snowfall events with such low reflectivities that the

DPR would not be able to detect it. In order to investigate this complicating factor, the

following plots are made.
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Figure 5.23: Comparison of the relative frequency of occurrence, or fraction, of snow-
fall as observed by CloudSat, the GPM Mean Scan (MS), the GPM Normal Scan (NS)

and the GPM Ku-band. CloudSat’s orbit is now limited to be within |65|◦ latitude.

The DPR operates at two frequencies (Ka- and Ku-band, or 35 and 13 GHz respectively)

that are not the same as CloudSat (W-band, or 94 GHz). The Ka-band radar is the more

sensitive of the two radars, with a minimum detectable reflectivity of approximately

12 dBZ (Hou et al., 2014). CloudSat, however, has a minimum detectable reflectivity

of approximately -29 dBZ (Tanelli et al., 2008), and thus the two datasets cannot be

compared fairly without limiting CloudSat’s minimum detectable reflectivity. Thus, an

approximately equivalent minimum detectable reflectivity of 5 dBZ is used to limit the

CloudSat dataset. The 5-dBZ equivalent reflectivity value is admittedly a conservative
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Figure 5.24: Comparison of the mean snowfall rate as observed by CloudSat, the GPM
Mean Scan (MS), the GPM Normal Scan (NS) and the GPM Ku-band. CloudSat’s orbit

is now limited to be within |65|◦ latitude.

ad hoc choice. Additional theoretical reflectivity calculations using ice models should

be undertaken to choose a more appropriate – and maybe higher – equivalent W/Ka

reflectivity value. Figure 5.25 shows the frequency of occurrence, Figure 5.26 shows the

relative frequency of occurrence, and Figure 5.27 shows the mean snowfall rate. Limiting

the reflectivity has lessened the number of occurrences that CloudSat observes much more

than limiting the orbit did. However, the fraction of occurrence (Figure 5.26a) still looks

similar, indicating that limiting either orbit or reflectivity range causes relatively more

occurrences to be observed near freezing. The mean snowfall rate (Figure 5.27a) has also
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Figure 5.25: Comparison of the frequency of occurrence of snowfall as observed by
CloudSat, the GPM Mean Scan (MS), the GPM Normal Scan (NS) and the GPM
Ku-band. CloudSat’s reflectivity is limited to an approximately equivalent minimum

detectable reflectivity.

seemingly increased across all bins, indicating fewer light snowfall events being observed.

Compared to GPM’s observations, limiting the reflectivity causes CloudSat to see far

fewer occurrences of snowfall and biases CloudSat to see higher snowfall rates. Despite

these limitations, CloudSat still observes snowfall below 255 K, whereas GPM does not.

Finally, the CloudSat data is limited by both orbit and the reflectivity in Figures 5.28-

5.30. The CloudSat snowfall dataset is significantly reduced (by 93.8%), with very few

snowfall occurrences showing up below 255 K (0.2% ≤ 255 K compared to 22.5% ≤
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Figure 5.26: Comparison of the relative frequency of occurrence, or fraction, of snow-
fall as observed by CloudSat, the GPM Mean Scan (MS), the GPM Normal Scan (NS)
and the GPM Ku-band. CloudSat’s reflectivity is limited to an approximately equiva-

lent minimum detectable reflectivity.

255K for entire CloudSat dataset). The frequency of occurrence of snowfall by GPM

(Figure 5.28b-d) shows how much more frozen precipitation GPM is seeing, even with

the tighter orbital constraints and the less sensitive DPR. The fraction of occurrence of

snowfall in the CloudSat dataset (Figure 5.29a) has spiked near freezing, while GPM

(Figure 5.29b-d) is slightly less biased (though still biased nonetheless) to observe snow-

fall/frozen precipitation near freezing. It is apparent from these plots that CloudSat is
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Figure 5.27: Comparison of the mean snowfall rate as observed by CloudSat, the GPM
Mean Scan (MS), the GPM Normal Scan (NS) and the GPM Ku-band. CloudSat’s
reflectivity is limited to an approximately equivalent minimum detectable reflectivity.

observing a very different snowfall dataset compared to GPM from a T2m/TPW per-

spective, as the peak fraction of occurrence for CloudSat exists at higher TPW than for

GPM. Finally, the mean snowfall rate of CloudSat (Figure 5.30a) has increased in all

bins, indicating that CloudSat is more biased to find heavier snowfall than GPM (Fig-

ure 5.30b-d) when limited in the same way GPM is. The higher latitudinal coverage and

more sensitive radar on CloudSat made the existence of a CloudSat database at T2m ≤

255K possible, and is something to be considered for future satellite missions that aim

to measure global snowfall. These comparisons afford the following result from the GPM
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Figure 5.28: Comparison of the frequency of occurrence of snowfall as observed by
CloudSat, the GPM Mean Scan (MS), the GPM Normal Scan (NS) and the GPM
Ku-band. CloudSat’s reflectivity is limited to an approximately equivalent minimum

detectable reflectivity and its orbit is limited to be within |65|◦ latitude.

and CloudSat databases.

During Day 1 GPROF era, for which GPM used the CloudSat database to assign snowfall

rates, there were far more snowfall events available to populate a database of coincident

snowfall, T2m, and TPW. If CloudSat’s orbit and minimum detectable reflectivity were

limited in such a way that matches GPM as closely as possible, CloudSat’s snowfall

database is significantly reduced in number as well as biased to find higher snowfall rates,

even compared to the less sensitive DPR. The 255 K boundary for using the CloudSat
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Figure 5.29: Comparison of the relative frequency of occurrence, or fraction, of snow-
fall as observed by CloudSat, the GPM Mean Scan (MS), the GPM Normal Scan (NS)
and the GPM Ku-band. CloudSat’s reflectivity is limited to an approximately equiva-
lent minimum detectable reflectivity and its orbit is limited to be within |65|◦ latitude.

database creates a very small number of instances where CloudSat would be used for

the GPROF precipitation retrievals during Day 1. Therefore, if GPM overpasses a snow-

fall event that is over ocean but above 255 K (and, say, below 273 K), then the Day

1 GPROF database used to assign a precipitation rate is a modified TRMM database

that utilizes truncated vertical profiles above the freezing level to mimic frozen surface

precipitation at higher latitudes. Using a database populated by precipitation retrievals
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Figure 5.30: Comparison of the mean snowfall rate as observed by CloudSat, the GPM
Mean Scan (MS), the GPM Normal Scan (NS) and the GPM Ku-band. CloudSat’s
reflectivity is limited to an approximately equivalent minimum detectable reflectivity

and its orbit is limited to be within |65|◦ latitude.

gathered in the tropics (between |35|◦ latitude) to assign snowfall rates can lead to inaccu-

rate observations, as the microphysical properties associated with such observations may

systematically differ and require different Z-S relationships to produce realistic snowfall

rates.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions

A complete global study of snowfall through the lens of multiple datasets is beneficial to

determine future avenues for both models and observational platforms to study snowfall.

Comparing multiple datasets will show any biases or differences that may affect the pre-

cipitation retrievals computed by the GPM GPROF radiometer algorithm, especially as it

transitions from a collection of disparate radar/radiometer observational a priori retrieval

databases to its fully parametric GPM-based format in 2016. This study leverages a com-

bination of model (ERA-Interim) and components of the GPROF Day 1 observational

datasets (CloudSat) to study global snowfall from a handful of unique pespectives. First,

modeled snowfall accumulation output of a reanalysis dataset, ERA-Interim, was ana-

lyzed over a 35-year period to identify climatogical global snowfall trends and to provide

valuable climatological context for the relatively limited CloudSat observational period
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used in this study. Next, the CloudSat snowfall dataset was compared against ERA-

Interim to find any systematic differences between the two datasets. CloudSat snowfall

observations, in conjunction with coincident AMSR-E and MHS brightness temperature

observations, are used in the Day 1 version of the GPROF algorithm for assigning snowfall

rates at very cold surface temperatures. The next section analyzed the CloudSat snowfall

observations from the perspective of meteorological conditions (T2m and TPW), as the

GPROF algorithm uses these as parameters to optimize retrievals. Lastly, the CloudSat

database is compared to the preliminary GPM-derived snowfall dataset, which is also

analyzed from a similar T2m/TPW meteorological perspective.

Initially,the ERA-Interim snowfall dataset was analyzed from the perspective of global

snowfall distributions and accumulations. The availability of snowfall data that is both

completely global as well as temporally long affords an analysis of snowfall trends and

regional biases that occur year-to-year. A 35-year mean of ERA-Interim’s snowfall output

shows that snowfall occurs on every continent, though is less frequent at lower latitudes.

The lower latitudinal extent of snowfall in the Northern hemisphere resembles that of a

common mid-latitude storm track, whereas in the Southern hemisphere, it is much more

linear. The Southern Ocean, mountainous regions, and areas such as Southeast Greenland

and the Western Antarctic Coast (including the Antarctic Peninsula) experience relatively

higher snowfall accumulations, on average, than the rest of the world. More recent years

(2007-2010, years coincident with the CloudSat data in this study) show higher snowfall

accumulations in these same regions relative to the rest of the globe, especially in 2008

and 2010. ERA-Interim indicated that global snowfall was far below the climatological
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average during 2007 with many regions receiving far lower snowfall amounts. Global

snowfall accumulations during 2009 were about average, yet obvious regional anomalies

were also apparent in the ERA-Interim dataset. Lastly, finding the 35-year mean of

zonal snowfall totals showed that within CloudSat’s |82|◦ and GPM’s |65|◦ latitudinal

constraints, the satellites would miss 10.1% and 54.4% of global snowfall, respectively,

irrespective of other possible instrument detectability issues.

Next, the just-analyzed ERA-Interim snowfall dataset was compared against the CloudSat

2C-SNOW-PROFILE dataset for the years 2007-2010. Global distributions of snowfall

displayed CloudSat’s higher snowfall estimates in regions where both CloudSat and ERA-

Interim agree have relatively higher snowfall accumulations (e.g., southeast Greenland

and the Southern Ocean – two broad regions that typically receive significant snowfall).

Zonal mean snowfall accumulations during these years shows larger discrepancies between

the two datasets’ Southern hemisphere snowfall estimates than the Northern hemisphere,

as well as the fact that both datasets display more snowfall occurring in the Southern

hemisphere. A statistical analysis of all snowfall shows that CloudSat is biased high

compared to ERA-Interim; however, when splitting data into different snowfall modes

based on a CloudSat product, ERA-Interim is biased higher for shallow snowfall during

most individual years (but considering all 4 years together, CloudSat is still biased high).

CloudSat samples the globe on a 16 day repeat cycle and is limited to |82|◦ latitude and

thus can’t account for the entire globe’s snowfall (both spatially and temporally), and

further studies must investigate how to better compare these two datasets. Because this

is the first global analysis of these two snowfall datasets together, further investigation
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will identify systematic difference causes between them (see Future Work for further

discussion on this topic).

Then, a CloudSat-only analysis of snowfall data was performed through the lens of the

GPROF algorithm. Because the GPROF uses T2m and TPW in order to optimize the a

priori database search in the retrieval scheme, joint histograms were created to show the

global snowfall population contained in the CloudSat database from both frequency of oc-

currence and T2m/TPW bin-averaged snowfall rate perspectives, with special attention

paid to snowfall occurrences at or below a T2m of 255 K. These histograms were parti-

tioned to identify trends based on snowfall mode (shallow convective and nimbostratus)

and geographical constraints (land versus ocean, Northern versus Southern hemisphere),

thus creating a unique and valuable global snowfall analysis that can be used to eval-

uate other observational and modeling datasets (see Future Work for more details). A

CloudSat database with coincident T2m ≤ 255 K, as is the requirement for the GPROF

algorithm, is made up of 22.5% of the 2006-2010 CloudSat snowfall dataset.

Lastly, the results presented a preliminary analysis and comparison of the Version 3

DPR-derived snowfall dataset to CloudSat’s snowfall dataset. Despite CloudSat having a

temporally longer dataset, all 3 of GPM’s DPR-derived snowfall datasets contain approxi-

mately half the amount of CloudSat’s due to GPM’s scanning radar. GPM’s snowfall data

may contain mixed precipitation as well, due to more occurrences of snowfall at warmer

temperatures. An initial comparison of CloudSat’s snowfall data with GPM shows two

distinctly different global snowfall populations as a function of T2m/TPW and reflects
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the difference in respective radar sensitivities as well as the latitudinal boundaries of

the satellites. The CloudSat database was limited to only include snowfall in the same

latitude boundaries as GPM as well as what was measured at or above a reflectivity ap-

proximately equivalent to GPM’s minimum detectable reflectivity. CloudSat is unable to

capture lighter snowfall events as well as snowfall in colder environments (compared to

GPM) when limited in this manner, thus revealing GPM’s strength in its scanning radar.

This work leads to the following final conclusions and recommendations for the GPROF

algorithm community. The CloudSat database may have been underutilized for the Day

1 retrievals of the GPROF algorithm. This is partly due to GPM’s latitudinal constraints

that lead to less observations over colder surfaces, and partly due to GPM’s less sensitive

radar that may not be identifying lighter snowfall rates on colder surfaces. One suggestion

is explore possible avenue to continue using the CloudSat dataset in later GPROF versions

to make use of the CloudSat/AMSR-E/MHS database for colder surfaces in the GPROF

retrievals. Another suggestion is to make use of the CloudSat/AMSR-E/MHS database

above 255 K, possibly up to 273 K, to utilize this rich snowfall dataset that captures a

much larger spectrum of snowfall events due to CloudSat’s impressive radar sensitivity.

The CloudSat dataset also provides important combined radar/radiometer signatures of

unique snowfall modes like shallow cumuliform snowfall that occur above the ad hoc 255

K temperature threshold. Many of these shallow cumuliform events are lighter and are

probably not detectable by the GPM DPR, but GMI radiometer observations may still

provide valuable information about these types of snowfall events. Finding ways to link

the CloudSat snowfall rates with GMI observations to augment the GPROF high latitude
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precipitation retrievals should be explored in future research. The CloudSat dataset,

however, may be adversely affected by amplified attenuation at higher precipitation rates

and thus should be used in conjunction with the GPM DPR observations that are less

immune to severe attenuation for GPROF retrievals. The GPM and CloudSat datasets

are both valuable snowfall datasets and should be used synergistically to best characterize

global snowfall.
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Chapter 7

Future Work

Results from global comparisons of ERA-Interim and CloudSat snowfall datasets re-

veal systematic differences between respective annual snowfall accumulations. Future

work will concentrate on isolating the causes for these disparities. Possible causes for

these differences include: (1) CloudSat sampling issues, (2) systematic biases due to

CloudSat’s snowfall product and its clutter flag, (3) ERA-Interim model physics, and/or

(4) Rain/snow partitioning near freezing temperatures. Additionally, the CloudSat and

ERA-interim datasets indicate distinctive regional anomalies between the datasets in the

northern Atlantic Ocean and Southern Oceanic belt that imply disparities between the

snowfall modes that CloudSat observes and ERA-Interim models. These regions have

been identified by Kulie et al. (2016) as prominent shallow cumuliform snowfall zones.

The current study attempts to isolate these regions by comparing snowfall accumulations

from ERA-Interim and CloudSat in grid boxes where CloudSat indicates a majority of
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shallow snowfall (both by frequency of occurrence and accumulation thresholds), but this

comparison is imperfect since it does not isolate the ERA-Interim snowfall attributed

to different snowfall modes. This research pathway, however, motivates future work to

compare CloudSat’s shallow cumuliform snowfall, as defined in this study, and the avail-

able ERA-Interim convective snowfall product. This exercise will help to determine how

well the datasets agree both on snowfall mode as well as the annual accumulation to-

tals. Other regionally or geographically focused studies can be undertaken (e.g., isolating

mountainous areas, Arctic sea ice regions, and cold continental areas such as interior

Russia that have not been extensively studied) to document further differences between

the datasets.

A more thorough analysis of the GPM data will also be performed with the Version 3

data as well as the most updated version of the DPR-derived snowfall rates. The dataset

will be partitioned in a similar manner as the CloudSat dataset partitioning presented in

this study to identify more systematic biases in the GPM dataset. The less-sensitive and

spatially lower resolution DPR cannot distinguish cloud types like the CloudSat CPR

can, and therefore different snowfall modes may not be as easily distinguished. However,

CloudSat is still collecting data and sometimes takes measurements that are near coinci-

dent with GPM overpasses. These measurements by the DPR can be compared directly

to CloudSat for all snow events to assess typical radar sensitivity deficiencies contained in

each respective datset. Additionally, the DPR observations can be given the same snowfall

mode identification as the near-coincident CloudSat snowfall mode to distinguish the bi-

ases that occur with each satellite based on snowfall mode. Furthermore, GMI brightness
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temperature observations will be analyzed to determine if different snowfall modes cause

systematic brightness temperature signatures (e.g., are there systematic high microwave

frequency ice scattering signatures associated with different snowfall modes?).

As part of an NASA Earth System Science Fellowshiop (NESSF) proposal (submitted

2016), long-term future work includes merging the GPM and CloudSat snowfall datasets

to create a larger dataset with more global coverage. This new snowfall dataset will be

compared against reanalysis datasets (ERA-Interim and the NASA Modern-Era Retro-

spective Analysis for Research and Applications, or MERRA) and climate models (the

5th Phase of the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project, or CMIP5 ensemble, and the

Community Earth System Model, or CESM ensemble). Comparisons between the ob-

servational and modeling datasets will be facilitated by using similar analysis metrics

highlighted in this study (e.g., comparing respective snowfall populations as a function

of environmental parameters). Snowfall will be used as an emergent constraint to de-

termine which models most realistically portray global snowfall based on the merged

CloudSat/GPM dataset attributes. Climate model snowfall output will be analyzed in

future decades to determine what the future of snowfall looks like, both from an accumu-

lation standpoint as well as from a regional standpoint. Special attention will be paid to

models that most closely resemble the CloudSat/GPM dataset (spatially, quantitatively,

and based on environmental parameters), as these model datasets will presumably possess

the physical modeling schemes to produce realistic global snowfall and thus be considered

the most accurate to investigate the future of global snowfall in a warming climate.
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